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Ch 10: Family Tin and Traditions: Rites and Rituals - Weddings, Nlkah, Bel"Nnding, Birth and Death 
Rites Clrcumclsion.(main text 2500-3000 words) 

x Stori Syariah Court, Wedding Ceremony Receptacles (box stories 500-800 words each) 

AS the building block of society, keluarga (family) is probably the most important 
institution in the Malay community. 

It is responsible in cultivating (memupuk) budi - the Malay philosophy of 
wisdom, decorum, perfect virtue, honourable deeds, disposition or good 
behaviour. 

The word 'budi' originated from the Sanskrit word 'buddhi', which means 
wisdom, understanding, or intellect. A Sanskrit-English Dictionary defines the 
meaning of 'buddhi' as "the power of forming and retaining conceptions and 
general notions, intelligence, reason,intellect, mind, discernment, judgment ... " 
(Monier-Williams 1956:733). 

The meaning of Budl 
However, once the Sanskrit word, budi, was accepted as part of the Malay 

vocabulary, its meaning was extended to cover ethics as well as intellect and 
· reason, in order to accommodate the culture and thinking of the Malays.

Budi can be subdivided into three aspects: 
• budi bahasa (language and decorum)
• budi pekerti (upbringing/morality) and
• budi bicara (intellect/wisdom).

Hence, budi has no accurate equivalent in English, although it can be 
rendered generally as "virtue". 

What more the trilogy of budi which roughly relates to being courteous and 
polite, well behaved and well-mannered, and also fair-minded as well as of 
appropriate judgment. 

The nexus of the three budi has a deep-rooted meaning and symbolism in 
Malay language and culture - an intangible measure of how mature and 
sensitive the individual or society is. Hence a perfect Malay gentleman is often 
regarded as arif budiman (a knowledgeable person who contributes to society). 

When all three are missing, it is downright uncivilised - be it in service or 
extending even to life itself. 

Family serves as the building block of a community. Budi must be first taught 
or introduced to a Malay child within the framework of the family. An ungrateful 
child or any member of a family who is uncouth or uncultured would be regarded 
as kurang ajar. 

Ever since embracing Islam, Malays have had placed budi under a larger 
morality framework of 'adab'. Hence, a notorious person is considered biadab 
('bf, a Sanskrit word which means 'without'). This is the most degraded state one 
could be. In fact, his family could disown him. 

In the past, Malay family was normally made up of children, parents and 
grandparents. But it could also be extended, under one roof or within a housing 
compound, to include uncles, aunts, nephews and nieces. Such a big family or 



-

keluarga berangkai could be found in a village where most of the inhabitants 
were somewhat related by blood ties or marriage. 

Budi bahasa is very important in a Malay family and this is often displayed in 
the form of addressing the elders: 

Forms Of Address To Members Of Family 
Father is called bapak, pak, ayah or ayahanda (the highest accolade) 
Mother is called emak, mak, ibu, bunda or ibunda (the highest accolade) 
Grandfather is called datuk, tuk, kakek 
Grandmother is called nenek, tuk, embah 
Brother is abang 
Sister is kakak 
Younger sister or brother is adik lelakVperempuan 
As for siblings: Eldest is sulung or simply Long, 

Second eldest is tengah or Ngah 
Third is Alang or Lang 
Fourth is Andak 
Fifth is Utih or Tih 
Sixth is Hitam or Tam 
Seventh is Cik 
Eight is Muda or Uda 
Ninth or the second last is Anjang or Jang 
The last among the sibling is called bungsulbusu. 

Note: Cik is often repeated depending on the number of siblings. 
If one has no sibling or the only child, he is known as Tunggal (the only one). 
Uncle or someone who is the same aged as one's mother or father is called 

pak cik. Likewise, aunt will be called mak cik. But the address to older people can 
also be related to his/her position among the siblings such as Pak Long (an uncle 
is who the eldest in his family). 

In English, the word 'in-law' is used widely to describe linkage by marriage. In 
Malay, marriage produces semenda-menyemenda - a extended family 
association in the following manner: 

lpar-duai: direct in-laws 
Biras: indirect in-laws, Ali is married to Fatimah. Fatimah's brother is Ali's in

law. But the wife of Fatimah's brother is Ali's biras. 
Besan - the relationship between parents of the bride and the groom. 
Marriage is therefore a critical element in ensuring a lasting, harmonious and 

successful family. There is a Malay saying that marriage is like 'mendirikan 
masjid' (to build a mosque which symbolises faith and society). 

·coming Of Age
In the Malay society, one's life time can be divided into the following: 
1 Bayi (baby) to kanak-kanak (child) 1 day to 7 years old (circumcision) 
2 Budak (boy or girl) 8 to 12 years old 
3 Remaja (Puberty/Adolescent) (13 to 18) years old 
4 Pemuda/Pemudi (Youth) - ripe for marriage 19 to 39 years old 



5 Oewasa )Adulthood) - 40 to 62 years 
6 Old ( orang tua) - 63 and above 

The concept of adulthood comes from Sunnah or the Prophet's tradition -
Muhammad was chosen as a prophet at the age of 40 - a ripe age to assume 
heavy responsibilities for society. 

The marriageable age in the Malay society varies from time to time. A boy at 
the age of 18 was once considered as eligible for marriage if he could support 
himself and a wife. Whereas a girl, after her first period (from the age of nine and 
above), could be considered ready for bethrotal should someone ask for her 
hand and satisfied her parents' conditions. 

But generally, a Malay man should marry at the age of 25 - the age when 
Muhammad accepted Siti Khadijah's proposal to be her husband. Again it is 
Sunnah (highly encouraged) to follow the Prophet. 

There are three ways for marriage to take place: 
• Cari jodoh sendiri (to find one's partner for life): Kenai sama kens/, suka

sama suka viz, both boy and girl have known each other and have
expressed their desire to get married.

• Dijodohkan (matchmake) by someone known to the family of both would
be bride and groom.

• Kahwin paksa (forced marriage) which was a thing in the past. It was
forbiden by Islam or budi.

The concept of 'jodoh' has deeper meaning than just getting matched or 
getting a companionship. It means balanced, equilibrium, fitting, agreable and 
compatible. 

Engagement 
When both parties have agreed, normally the boy's side would send a 

detegation to the girl's home to ask formally for her hand. This process is known 
as pertunangan (engagement). After exchanging greetings which include some 
pantuns (traditional poetry) or wits, the boy's will formally express their intention 
to extend relation and to 'mendirikan masjid' (literally means to build a mosque or 
a family institution). They will agree on the date of the bethrotal, the mahr (mas 
kahwin or dowry), hantaran (gifts) and other nitty-gritty. After exchanging rings, 
the meeting will end with a du'a (supplication) so that everything agreed upon will 
receive the blessings of the Almighty. 

Of course, there are occassions when the engagement fails due to certain 
problems, often cited as 'tiada jodoh lagi' (not fated to be together). When it does 
happen, the boy's side may ask for nothing in return and would prefer to end the 
relationship in good terms. The boy's side may ask for the return of dowry and 
gifts such as in the case of the ex-fiance brought shame to his family. 

Normally the duration of engagement is between 40 days to a year. 



Dowry and Gifts 
In many Muslim communities, the costs of mahr and hantaran have 

escalated over the years. In fact, this is contrary to Islamic teachings because in 
the times of Prophet Muhammad, a groom could simply offer his shield or armour 
as his mahr and whatever gift he had to his wife. The celebration was held as 
simple as possible so long as it was decent and according to Islamic tenets. 

Many Islamic jurists (ulamas) agree that the rising cost of dowry and gifts is 
due to materialistic leaning and has nothing to do with Islam. The socio-economic 
costs of such a practice has a tremendous impact in several Muslim countries in 
the Middle East such as the rising trends of illegal marriage among youths. The 
Eygptian government for an example has introduced budget mass wedding to 
tackle this issue. Thus far, there has not been such an attempt in the Malay 
societies in this part of the world - probably the costs of dowry and gifts are still 
within-the means of the grooms. 

The Wedding Ceremony 
A perkahwinan or Malay wedding can be elaborate depending on the status, 

socio-economic backgroud of the couple. 
In Singapore Malay society, a simple wedding would normally take place in a 

· day or two.
The first day: pernikahan (solemnisation) 
The second day: majlis perkahwinan/walimah (celebration proper). 
Because of rising costs and the difficulties of getting everybody to be present, 

perkahwinan could be held in a day - pernikahan at 10 in the morning and 
followed by reception or celebration in the afternoon. 

In the olden days or probably up to the early 1970's, when most Malays in 
Singapore lived in kampungs, the wedding celebration was held for at least three 
days - Friday, Saturday and Sunday: 

On Friday night, there was a berinai (henna drawing) ceremony for the bride 
attended by all her female siblings and relatives. The bride would be given a 
beauty treatment by the mak andam, a traditional beautician (normally an elderly 
woman who had many children and very experience in providing the beauty 
touch by saying some prayers). There were stories that a mak andam would 
know whether the bride was a virgin or not by cutting her forehead hair. Whether 
it was a myth .or a psychological deterrent in the form of pantang larang (taboo), 
thus far there has been no study on it. 

Adat Berinai are held three times as follows: 
• Berinai Curi takes place three nights before the actual wedding

ceremony (akad nikah) with the participation of close relatives and
friends only.

• Berinai Kecil. Takes place two nights before the wedding ceremony
with the participation of family members, neighbours and close
friends.



• Berinai Besar is usually held after the completion of the 
religious ceremony (Akad Nikah). 

Of the above three ceremonies, the berinai besar is the major one. The 
lesser ones may take place in private, usually with the participation of women 
only. For the berinai besar the newly married couple sit on the specially 
decorated dais (pelamin). Family members from both sides take turns to apply 
henna to the hands of the seated couple. Rice and a mixture of flour may also 
be applied to the palms and foreheads of the couple, as a sign of blessing. 

The Adat Berinai is intended to cleanse both the young persons now married 
to each other. Henna is regarded as a blessed item, that is, it is used as a means 
of cleansing and protection from evil or malicious influences. 

Akad Nikah: On Saturday afternoon (after work), the pernikahan 
(solemnisation ceremony) was held. The groom's party bringing along the mas · 
kahwin and hantaran would arrive at the bride's house with the accompaniment 
of loud hadrah music (hand-held tambourine) group. They would give the salam 
(greetings). At the door, some naughty young men or even the mak andam's 
helpers would stop the groom and his company. The stoppers would ask for 
'password' in the form of pantun and also small envelopes containing cash. This 
was a hilarious moment when some elderly women started to melatah 
(echolalia). 

The groom was then whisked to a chair or seated on a special decorated 
pillow, next to the kadi (priest or solemniser). His two witnesses would sit next 
to him. One of his witness would begin the ceremony but saying few introductory 
words or pantun such as this is an important day for all us that we seek blessings 
from Allah that the groom and his bride will lead a meaningful days ahead of 
them. 

At times, the father of the bride would respond and might also want to marry 
off her daughter. But often, the kadi would be ask to solemnise the whole 
ceremony. 

After the pemikahan (solemnisation) took place, the bride and the groom 
were pronounced man and wife and they could be asked to bersanding (sitting 
on the bridal dais as raja dan permaisuri sehari (the king and queen of the day). 
To the teasing of the crowd present, the blushing pengantin (newly-weds) would 
exchange gifts and would be asked to feed one another called, makan berdamai 
(eating in harmony), followed by a feast. 

Jemputan Walimah or the wedding celebration took place on Sunday. There 
would be entertainment such as music band playing traditional and maybe 
contemporary hits. The raja dan permaisuri sehari would visit the groom's 
wedding celebration in the early part of the day, and return to the bride's wedding 
party in the afternoon. They would be accompanied by relatives and of course 
the hadrah group. 

In today's context, the mak andam is being replaced by a highly trained 
beautician. Instead of relying on relatives to help the wedding called rewang, the 
bride and groom may engage a wedding planner to organise the whole wedding 



celebration package. Everything is being done in clockwork precision. The bride 
has once in a lifetime opportunity to don various ethnic costumes before or just 
after the pemikahan. 

In the past, the pengantin (newly-weds) would visit all the elder relatives. 
This is known as sembah-menyembah (to humble oneself towards the elders). 
But today, due to time constraints or work demand, they may be off for their short 
honeymoon first before visiting their relatives. 

IKhitan (Circumciaionj 

KHITAN or circumcision is compulsory for every normal Muslim male. It is 
ordained in the holy Quran (following Prophet Abraham's tradition) and explained 
in the Hadith (the Prophet's tradition) as a form of cleansing and a honourable 
act. • • 

But it is not necessary for Muslim female, according to Muslim jurists or 
ulama who argued that Prophet Muhammad was not keen about it and had 
asked a lady not to overdo it. 

For male khitan, the fore skin of the penis is cut and allowed to heal for days. 
Normally this was done in the past to boys before their puberty. It is still regarded 

. · as a sign for the coming of age or rite de passage. 
As for female khitan which is done before puberty or mostly within the first 

month of her birth, the tip of the skin enclosing the clitoris is cut. 
There is no celebration for female khitan but a simple thanksgiving 

supplication by elderly women. 
As for boys, circumcision can be a great celebration. Some mosques in 

Singapore organise a mass circumcision. But today parents would quietly send 
their boys for circumcision at Muslim GP clinics. In fact, some male babies are 
circumcised within the first month of their birth. 

!Birth and Death Rltesj 

The first born, especially a baby boy, is meaningful to every Malay couple. 
Having children is a sign of prosperity and a hallmark of heirship. 

Usually, the expecting mother of her first child will be given a due attention 
from her mother and mother in-law. Her pembswasn (prenatal signs) must be 
noted because they may affect the baby. Hence keeping the mother happy and 
not to feel down because of her mengidam (obssession for some food) is critical. 

In the past, there was a practice called lenggang perut (adjusting the womb). 
This would tak place about six or seven months of pregnancy. The mother would 
wear several pieces of long cloth and asked to lie flat. Murmuring holy verses, 
several elderly women or aunts would take the end of each cloth and gently pull it 
off from her legs. The rite was to ensure a smooth delivery of the child. 

During the ceremony, an assortment of fruits or rojak were served. By tasting 
the dishes, the elderly women could somehow foretell the sex of the baby. 



In today's context, lenggang perut is unknown to many young couples. In 
fact, they prefer to see the gynaecologist for advice. 

As the day of delivery approaches, some young Malay mothers would eat 
ripe dates like the pregnant Mariam (Mary the mother of Jesus) told in the holy 
Quran, to ease the birth pangs. Or they may drink water soaked with akar Siti 
Fatimah (special roots named after the daughter of the Prophet). 

If the baby is a boy, then the father or grandfather would azan (call for 
general prayer) on his right ear and followed by iqamah ( call for proper prayer) 
on his left ear. But if the child is a girl, then an iqamah on her left ear is required. 
The act is ward off evil from the baby. 

After birth, it is important to obseNe confinement for the mother - usually 
aided by her mother or mother in-law or any experienced midwife - and of 
course proper care for the baby. 

Seven days after the baby was born, cukur rambut (shaving the baby's 
head) will be held with a reading of Barzanji (hymns or qasidah on the life of 
Prophet Muhammad, peace be upon him). The baby's hair will be weighed 
carefully to an equivalent amount of gold which is then distributed as alms to the 
poor or needy. To commemorate a baby boy, average Malay parents would offer 
two sacrificial lambs, and just a lamb for a baby girl. 

peath Rite� 

Death is regarded as the end of a very short but a trying journey in this wortd. 
According to Islam, human being has to undergo four phases of life: 

• a/am alastu (the roh or soul phase) where he would pledge allegiance
to Allah as his Lord,

• dunia (the world) where his soul is covered with jasad (flesh, bones
etc) - the only time for human being to do good to himself and others
(including other beings such as the environment);

• alam barzakh or the waiting world of the dead which is in the form of
soul, and

• raise again in the form roh and jasad in Kiamat (the Hereafter) to face
the ultimate judgement from Allah, the Almighty.

When a person is about to die due to terminal illness, old age or after an 
accident, his family and relatives would try their best to be near him and recite 
holy verses. They must ensure the dying man would leave the world peacefully 
by reciting the Kalimah Tauhid (verse of Oneness). 

When a Muslim is pronounced dead, the living ones would say: From Him we 
came and to Him we shall return. 

There are five obligations of Muslims to fellow Muslims: 
1 Replying his salam or greeting. 
2 Saying a prayer of blessing when he sneezes. 
3 Attending his invitation of goodwill function such as wedding party or 

feasting. 



4 Visiting and helping him when he is in need for example when he is 
admitted to hospital. 

5 Attending his funeral and try to take part in the rites or at least saying a 
short prayer in the hope that Allah may shower His blessings to the dead 
and perseverance to the grieving family. 

Usually, it is right and proper to speed up the funeral arrangement as to 
prevent the body from rotting further. But if there is a demand from his loved 
ones who are hurrying home from overseas, the funeral could be delayed. It is 
rare for the body to be embalmed but it is allowed by Islamic jurists such was the 
case of the Sultan Ibrahim of Johor (1873-1959) who died in England and had to 
be sent home via sea route which took a month or so. 

The casket service is then summoned and arrangements will be made for 
the funeral package which includes cleansing and wrapping the body, performing 
prayer, cortege, burying and ensuring the graveyard will be taken of. On the 
average for the past five years (2001-2006), the average cost of funeral 
arrangement will be around $1,100. 

Cleansing the body is a must for someone who died 'normally'. For Muslims 
who died syahid (martyr) to protect the weaks or defending his country, cleansing 

· the body is not necessary. In fact, the body in its original clothing can be buried
as soon as possible.

Khenduri tahlil (feasting to commemorate the dead) can be held just after
the burial at the farmer's home, and on the third, seventh, 40th and 100th day of
his passing. But because of the difficulty of getting enough people to attend the
feasting, normally a Muslim family would ask a nearby mosque to the honour - in
fact this is encouraged in Islam so as to instill the sense of community goodwill.

To the grieving family, donations in cash would be gratutiously accepted to 
lessen their financial burden, but no wreaths or flowers which are considered 
wasteful. Relatives would try to console the orphans by promising them help or 
at least referring them to the Orphanage Home for assistance. 

!Wedding Gifts and Betel Leaves Arrangemenj 

The scale of a Malay wedding can be discerned by the array of gifts given by 
the groom to his bride, and vice versa. Let's understand the following terms: 

• Hantaran Seribu Satu (gifts of one thousand and one) which means a
widest range of gifts including rings, necklace, watches, tiara, clothes,
handbags/wallets, shoes, perfumes, a bedroom set, a house or even
a car, and cash.

• Sepersalinan include several clothings and their accessories such as
sanggup (head decorations), and cash.

• Hantaran Seadanya meaning gifts including cash as affordable from
both sides.



Normally, the gifts are placed in special receptacles or rectangular boxes with 
open lid so that everyone at the solemnisation ceremony can witness the 
exchange of gifts. 

Cash in the form currency notes can be presented beautifully and creatively 
in the form of floral arrangement. But today, cash would be presented in a small 
album for easy and decent counting. 

The most elaborate aspects of wedding gifts are the accompaniment of sirih 
pinang (betel leaves) which are regarded as blessed leaves with medicinal 
values. 

A quid of betel that is betel (sirih) leaves, areca nut (pinang), tobacco 
(tembakau) and gambir combined and folded neatly together and sometimes 
held in place by a clove, reflects Malay life as a whole and the value placed by 
the Malay community upon traditional customs (adat) and codes of behavior. To 
some the folded leaves symbolize unity. 

The sirih is placed in a container (tepak sirih) of the various ingredients that 
constitute a quid of betel such as the lime (kaput) represents the purity of the 
heart in its whiteness, a whiteness that is basically noble but which when 
angered can tum bitter like the tang of the kapur itself. The pinang symbolises 
perseverance and it must be squashed by using kacip. Gambir represents 

· stoutness of heart while the betel nut, which comes from a tall and straight palm
and whose flowers are produced in bunches symbolizes noble descent or
heritage as well as honesty and integrity. The final element which sometimes
goes into a quid of betel is tembsksu (tobacco) which marks a willingness to
make sacrifices.

The betel leaf has traditionally found a place in almost every ceremonial
institution of the Malays as well as in social gatherings such as those marking the
completion of the Holy Quran and weddings.. It also has an important place in
folk rituals.

Elaborate formations of betel leaves in trays carried on the heads of young 
maidens or older ladies (sirih junjung) mark ceremonial welcomes for dignitaries 
and perhaps one of the most important uses of sirih is in the betel leaf tree 
(pokok sirih) presented by the bride to her groom called sirih lat-lat or sirih 
genggam. Sirih pahar is a decorative tepak sirih with flowers and placed near the 
feet the raja and permaisuri sehari. 

Being symbolic, pokok sirih represents purity of marriage. In the peast, when 
the bride if found to be not a chaste woman (virgin), then the pokok sirih was 
overturned. 

A wedding would not be complete without bunga telur or sometimes known 
as berkat - a token of appreciation from the parents of the pengantin (newly
weds) to the guests. 

The bunga telur is part of pokok nasi - consisting of boiled eggs attached to 
golden leafed stems (bunga telur ) planted in a tray of glutinous rice (pulut) 
stained yellow with tumeric. Both the eggs attached to golden twigs and leaves 
as well as the glutinous rice are traditional symbols of fertility. 

Berkat can be simple such chocolates or glasses which are wrapped 
presentably. 



[he Syariah Couij 

The Syariah Court was established in 1955 as a result of a study done by a 
Select Committee of lawyers, kadis and local religious leaders set up by the 
Singapore Government. From the study, an Act known as the Muslims' 
Ordinance came into effect on 30 May 1957. This is the Act that the Syariah 
Court derives its jurisdiction from until 1966. 

In 1966, the Administration of Muslim Law Act (AMLA) was introduced, 
repeallng the Muslims' Ordinance. This Act was created to enhance the system 
of administration governing the Muslims in Singapore. In 1999, AMLA was 
refined to meet a few technical problems that arose since. The Syariah Court is 
now better equipped to settle divorce cases and the ancillary issues in a more 
expedient and effective manner. 

Just as in the case of marriage, jodoh or compatibility among spouses is 
difficult to ascertain. Allah says in the Quran: "And live with them (women) 
honourably. If you dislike them, it may be that you dislike a thing and Allah brings 
through it a great deal of good." (An-Nisa (The Women) 4: 19) 

The Prophet Muhammad saw said: "The lawful thing that is most detested by 
Allah is divorr::e." (Narrated by Abu Daud and Hakim) 

It is clear that Islam strongly discourages divorce. Divorces always have 
negative effects on the affected couples, on their children, on their families and 
on the community at large. 

The Syariah Court offers counselling to troubled couples to seek 
reconciliation. It will finally deliver its judgement on custody of children, alimony 
(nafkah) and division of wealth when the two sides are found to be irreconcilable. 
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